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THE IDEA

• In development of the objectives of the Working Group

1. Provide a consultation tool to know the different laws that

govern civil liability insurance in the world.

2. Facilitate comparative law studies.

3. To be a source of consultation for lawyers, insurers,

policyholders, brokers, etc., of insurance law in the

exercise of their activities.



THE INITIAL PLAN

1. From February 7, 2023 we made the following request to

all AIDA national Sections:

“The complete text of the rules, laws or general regulations

specifically applicable to civil liability insurance in each Country”.

2. In order to facilitate the study, it was requested that the

rules be sent in the original language and in English.

3. Sadly, only the following countries collaborated:



THE RESULT

1. Committed to our obligations as Chairman of the group,

with the collaboration of Dr. Juan Camilo Bedoya, who

dedicated many hours to this project.

2. We present, as result of our own investigation, the first

version of the database that includes the following

countries:



THE RESULT



THE RESULT

2. At this time all the rules are translated into English, however,

where possible the official versions in the following languages

have also been preserved for comparative purposes:

a) German f) Japan

b) Danish g) Mandarin 

c) Spanish h) Portuguese 

d) French i) Turkey

e) Italian j) Vietnamese

3. In order to access the information, you can send an e-mail to

aidacivilliabilityrules@outlook.com or use the following link:

https://1drv.ms/f/s!AvkSKFxjK6PjaoYLct4rkDm1PVg?e=LvD0t3

mailto:aidacivilliabilityrules@outlook.com
https://1drv.ms/f/s!AvkSKFxjK6PjaoYLct4rkDm1PVg?e=LvD0t3


A LITTLE REQUEST

1. Consult when you want the information.

2. Review the content.

3. Let us know any comment, correction or

complementation that you consider

necessary.

We need your help to complete the

objective of this work.



THANK YOU SO MUCH
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